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Introduction 
 
The modules of the hipecs-CIO series provide fail-safe transmission of analog values within the reach of 
strong electric machines, e.g. electric motors, or over great distances. 
 
The analog values are converted into CAN messages. The counterpart reconstructs the analog values from the 
data delivered via CAN. 
 
It is even possible to add such a direct link into already existing CAN sub-systems. 
 
 
Preparations receiver 
 

- Node-ID has to be 31 (0x1F) 
- Any baud rate, but the same as transmitter 
- Terminator (120 Ohm) active 

 
Preparations transmitter 
 

- Node-ID has to be 0 (0x00) via switch, but module reports with ID 126 (0x7E) 
- Any baud rate, but the same as receiver 
- Terminator (120 Ohm) active 

 
 
Baud rates und intervals for data transfer 
 
Baud rate Interval PDO-Transfer Cable length 
   
1 MBit/s 2 ms approx. 30 m 
800 kBit/s 3 ms approx. 50 m 
500 kBit/s 4 ms approx. 100 m 
250 kBit/s 5 ms approx. 250 m 
125 kBit/s 10 ms approx. 500 m 
50 kBit/s 20 ms approx. 1000 m 
20 kBit/s 50 ms approx. 2500 m 

 
Values for sub-systems without isolation. 
 
 
  



Operating behavior 
 
Both device could be connected to the same power supply. However, this is not necessary. 
 
Starting state of receiver after start (no bus connection available) is „pre-operational“. 
Starting state of transmitter after start (no bus connection available) is „pre-operational“. 
 
After connecting to the bus, the transmitter changes into “operational” state and tries to initiate the receiver. 
Initialization is done by the transmitter via writing a SDO to index 2EFF (direct link) of the receiver. At the same 
time, PDO with the latest states of the inputs are sent. When the receiver is connected to the bus and active, it 
is initialized (state changes to “operational”) and the signal transfer begins. 
 
 
Error behavior (interruption/disruption of CAN bus/loss of remote station) 
 
Transmitter (loss of receiver): 
 

State changes to „pre-operational“, both LED flickers. 
After reconnecting state changes again to „operational“, 
green LED permanently on, red LED flashes some more times until error counter is reset to 0 (zero). 
 

Receiver (loss of transmitter): 
 

State changes to „pre-operational“, both LED flicker, no signal is available on the outputs. 
After reconnecting, it reacts the same as after system start, red LED off, green LED permanently on. 


